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The article reveals some features of innovation and investment activity in construction industry. The

reasons for low innovation activity in construction industry in Russia are considered. Various

approaches to the classification of innovation in the construction are being examined in the article.

To study innovation in construction indus�

try we need to pay special attention to the pe�

culiarities of industry innovation, and their task

orientation, which takes into account the re�

quirements of market economy.

One of the characteristics not only of Rus�

sian, but also the global construction industry

is its conservatism in relation to the introduc�

tion and wide dissemination of new technolo�

gies. Construction industry in the ranking of

innovation�active sectors of the leading eco�

nomic powers is one of the last places. As the

main argument, confirming the validity of this

characteristic, many studies have found a link

to a very low proportion of R&D component in

the overall cost of construction companies.

It is necessary to make a significant cor�

rective amendment to the fact that a significant

proportion of new technological developments

introduced in the construction, come back from

other industrial sectors (metallurgy, forestry and

wood industry, chemical industry, etc.).

Methodology for systematic description of

innovation in a market economy based on interna�

tional standards, recommendations adopted in

Oslo in 1992 and were called “Oslo Manual”. They

are designed in relation to technological innova�

tion and embrace new products and processes,

as well as their significant technological change.

The complex nature of innovation, their ver�

satility and variety of areas and ways to use

different approaches to determine their classi�

fication.  In relation to the construction indus�

try, it is advisable to consider the following

approaches. Thus, innovations that differ in the

directions of use, include:

♦technical, which usually appear in the man�

ufacture of products with new or improved prop�

erties;

♦technological, which arise when applying

the improved, more sophisticated methods of

construction;

♦organizational and managerial, which are

primarily associated with the processes of build�

ing the optimal organization of production, trans�

port, distribution and supply;

♦informational, that solve the problem of

rational organization of information flows in sci�

ence, technology and innovation, improve the

reliability and timeliness of information;

♦social, aimed at improving working con�

ditions, the problems of education, etc.

With regard to the construction industry, in

our opinion, are the following innovations:

♦introduction of new efficient building tech�

nology (construction of the experimental hous�

es in view of modern architectural and planning

solutions, heat requirements using modern au�

tonomous systems engineering arrangement,

organization and improvement of production

technology and effective wall insulation materi�

als, construction, reconstruction and technical

re�equipment of enterprises of the construction

industry with software commissioning of the

facilities for building products, materials, de�

signs, engineering infrastructure homes);

♦the use of new types of construction ma�

chinery and equipment (implementation of high�vi�

bropress equipment, the production of highly basic

types of construction machinery, construction of

new designs and lots of machinery and equipment),

with higher productivity, profitability and allow to

reduce the construction period and the proportion

of operational costs of machinery and mechanisms;

♦the use of new building materials, includ�

ing � finishing (eg, insulation of walls), with

enhanced performance and consumer character�

istics � heat�saving, soundproofing, etc.;
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♦introduction of new architectural and plan�

ning decisions (the selection of projects pass�

ports homes to meet new requirements for heat

engineering and adjustment of previously issued

catalogs of houses, etc.);

♦new forms of organization of construc�

tion process.

According to some scientists, innovative

activity � an activity aimed at the use and com�

mercialization of research and development to

expand and upgrade the range and improve the

quality of products (goods and services) to im�

prove their production technology, followed by

the introduction and effective implementation

in domestic and foreign markets.

Innovative activity in construction, in our

view, the activities associated with the trans�

formation of scientific and technical activities

in new or improved products and involves a

range of scientific, technological, organization�

al, financial and commercial activities in its to�

tality leads to innovation.

Species essential innovation for construc�

tion companies may be:

1. Preparation and organization of produc�

tion. Encompasses the processes purchase of

equipment and tools, making changes to them,

procedures, methods and standards for produc�

tion, quality control, and  creating a new process.

2. Pre�production development. Contains

processes  modification of the product, pro�

cess, restaff to implement new technologies and

equipment, as well as steps trial production,

with further elaboration of the structure.

3. Marketing of new products. Preliminary

market research adapt the product to different

markets, advertising company.

4. Acquisition of technologies. Acquisition

ready to patents, licenses, trade marks, models

and services technological content.

5. The purchase of new machinery, equip�

ment, technology for content related to the in�

troduction of product or process innovations.

6. Production Design. Preparation of plans,

calculations and drawings to create new tech�

nologies, specifications, calculation of perfor�

mance.

Innovative activities related to capital in�

vestments in innovation, called by some authors

of innovative investment.  Participants in the

innovative � investment activities of the con�

struction sector, in our view, could include:

♦investors, who act as creditors, custom�

ers, buyers, etc.;

♦designers;

♦producers of material and technical (tech�

nological) resources;

♦construction organizations that are trans�

forming the investment funds in fixed assets.

Construction organizations (or on their behalf �

the manager, the manager) are joining the activ�

ity of investors, customers, designers, suppli�

ers of material and technical resources;

♦innovative organization that develops re�

search and technical innovations with a view to

their subsequent use in the creation of capital;

♦institutional market structures for treat�

ment of investments in fixed assets (financial

resources) on the productive and marketable

stages of their turnover;

♦logistics companies, providing content dis�

tribution network and bringing goods and ser�

vices to economic entities of investment and

construction activities;

♦subjects of innovation infrastructure (tech�

nology parks, business incubators, innovation

and investment funds, etc.).

One of the objectives of innovation and in�

vestment activity for construction companies is

the maintenance and development of innovative

capacity of the enterprise.

Under the innovative potential of a construc�

tion company may assume the existence of a

specific set of capabilities, both in terms of

resources, as well as opportunities to attract

them to maintain (create) the necessary com�

petitive advantages of building products by in�

troducing new production processes, technolo�

gies and products.

The principle of maintaining innovative ca�

pacity building enterprise is considered from

the standpoint of whether R&D units of con�

struction companies to generate and implement

scientific and technical ideas, which, after de�

tailed study will turn into an investment � at�

tractive projects of innovation.

In the United States commissioned by the

National Association of house builders (NAHB)

and several other organizations have repeatedly

carried out comprehensive studies of basic in�

stitutional and market barriers to widespread

implementation of technological innovations in

construction (especially in the residential hous�

ing construction). The following is a list of inte�
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grated innovation barriers in the U.S. housing

construction, identified in several similar stud�

ies:

♦cyclical nature of construction;

♦preponderance of small firms;

♦low level of integration in the industry,

excessive dependence on subcontractors;

♦variety of construction standards and

specifications, an abundance of regional char�

acteristics, both in technical and legal aspects;

♦lack of a unified system of testing and

certification of new products;

♦lack of free access to information about

new products;

♦inadequate (average) level of technical ex�

pertise and training in the industry;

♦need the approval of innovation finance

and insurance sectors;

♦limited funding for research in innovation;

♦resistance to innovation on the part of

buyers;

♦lack of established schemes for promot�

ing new technologies from research laborato�

ries for testing under operational conditions;

♦weak contacts between university research

centers and the construction industry;

♦low level of state support for technology

development;

♦high cost of commissioning facilities;

♦low correlation between technological in�

novation and profitability.

A number of the above factors, in our opin�

ion, the most pronounced for innovation and

investment activity in the housing sector in Rus�

sia. Moreover, innovations in housing construc�

tion industry is usually implemented with a no�

ticeable lag compared to the commercial and

industrial segments of the industry, and there

are cases where innovation is successfully test�

ed last, and did not receive wide distribution in

residential construction.

Increased use of innovative technologies in

the construction and use of new building mate�

rials in the implementation of housing constrains

several factors, among which the most impor�

tant for construction companies is the lack of

free investment resources for R&D on their own,

as well as to purchase equipment for testing

and research of new building materials. Also, in

company with some caution related to the choice

of new materials or methods of construction in

connection with the high responsibility for the

outcome of their application in the construction

of residential houses.

One of the major problems of construction

companies, which aggravated the crisis � too

large periods of construction and commission�

ing. For a long time building the company

worked, not paying much attention to costs,

without the use of technologies that accelerate

the production. One of the ways of solving this

problem is the application of innovative tech�

nologies in the construction.
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